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Answer five questions, taking one
from each Unit

. UNTT-I

- l. State and prove Cantor's intersection
theorem. 2+8=10

2. (a) Prove tlat every open cover of a set
admits of a countable sub-cover. 4

(b/ Prove .that every open cover of a compact
set admits of a finite sub-cover. 6
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UNIT_II

3. /o] Evaluate the limit for the function
, _g,

f@l=!-x'+a'
when (4 y) --+ (Q O). 4

(b) Prove that the range of a function
continuous on a compact set is compact' 6

4. (a) I*t 1im f(x) = b and
x-)a

iet b = (h, ..., b^\, f = Vy ..., f ̂ ).
show that lim fi(x) =bi' l3i3m and'

conversely. '-o 6

(bJ Show that the function

f{:c, al = x2 +2ry; ltg c\+t\21
f&a= o ; &a=$,2\

has a removable discontinuity at ll, 2\' 4

UNIT-III

5. (a) Iet

l---ry-, when (.x, y) + (0,0)

f{xvl=l"lx2 +s2

I o i Pt,Y) =(o,o]

Show that / is continuous and possesses

partial derivatives but not differentiable
at (0, o). s
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@ff
x +!t 0r + gi (1- rrd

- t-xg' - (t+x211t+g2y

rrra d(q r). 
S

a&a

6. (a) Prove t-hat a function which is
differentiable at a point admits of partial
derivatives at the Point. . 

', 6 .

(b) t et
(x2
l-iJ;; x2 +g2 +(o, ol

71x, y\=lx+ +s2'
I o ; x2 +g2 =(o,ol

Show tJ:at /. is a direitional derivative
at (Q O) in any arbitrarJr dirrcction
g = (r, /)'r, 12 +m2 =!, but / is not

continuous at (0, O). . 4

' ?.state and o,"r" t:l:':"","*' 2+8=10

_ a.@)rf
| 1*2 + gz'lt r.-r lg / xl; x *o

f7t, al = lI Lr2 : x=olz'
show tlrat /,s (0, O) + f c,9, Ol. 5
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(b/ Find all the maxima and minima of the
function given by

f&ul= x3 +g3 -63(x + g1+L2xy 5

UNIT-V

9. (a) Prove that every compact subset A of a
metric space (X d) is bounded. 5

(b) lot l* be ttre set of all bounded numerical
sequences {x"} in which t}le metric d is
defined by

d(:c, y) =suplx" -gnl V x=lxn|, A={An\ el*
n

Show that (l-, d) is complete space. 5

1O. Show that the set Rzof all ordered .n-tuples
with the function d defined by

( n -\1/za@cl=12,@,-a,l'I
\;d )' y* = (x1, x2,...., xal

g = l!t, Uz, ..., Anl e Rtu

is a metric space. 10

***
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Answer all questions

SEcTIoN_A

( Muttiple Choice )

( Marks : 1O I

Each question carries 1 mark

Put a, Tick M mark against the correct answer in the boxprovided :

1. A non-void set is said to be closed if every limit point
thereof belongs to the set. A void set is called

(a) open D

/b/ closed tr

(c) bounded tr

/d/ interior point D
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2. A set is said to be compact if it is both

(ai bounded and closed tr

(b) open and cloSed tr

(c/ bounded and oPen tr

(d/ None of the above tr

3. If a function is derivable at a point of its domain, then the

function is

(a/ continuous n

(b/ uniformlY continuous tr

(c) not continuous tr

(d/ None of the above tr

4. lf f is a continuous function defined on a compact set,

then the image of f is

/a/ complete tr

(b/ comPact D \

(c) countable tr

(d/ uncountable tr
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5. If u=f(x,$ and u=S@,d have continuous partial
derivatives in a region R of the ,rry-plane, a necessa4r and
sulficient condition that they satisft a functional region
Fltaul=0 is the Jacobian

@) ?1.t4 
ul.. 

= F(t+ ut
dlx, U)

tb) E(a y) 
= od(q ul

b1 
-fu--'l- 

*s
dlx, a)

td) d(Lt ul 
=o

o(x, a)

6. The directional derivative of f(x,al=2x2 -ry + 5 at (f, 1)

in the direction of a unit vector g = .| 1S, - +1 is
5

tr

tr

D

tr

5td-
13

13G)T

tr

tr

tr

tr

(b) +
5

td) 3
13

7. If (a, b) be a point of the domain contained in R2 of a
function / such that f * and f o are both differentiable at
(a, bl, then f *la, bl = f ,*(a, b). This theorem is named as

(a) Taylor's theorem tr

/b/ Young's theorem tr

(c) Schwarz's theorem tr

/d/ None of the above tr
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8. when Ac - 82 <o, f la, b) is neither A(+ o) nor B(* 0), then

"f is

(a/ minimum at(a,bl tr

(b/ maximum or minimum at la, bl tr

(c/ -maximum at(a,bl tr

(di None of the above tr

9. Every finite subset of a metric space is

(a/ closed tr

(b) open

(c) open and closed tr

(d/ bounded n

10. If every Cauchy sequence of X converges to a point of X,
then a metric space (X, d) is

/aJ compact n

(b) interior tr

(c) complete tl

/d/ closure n
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SECTIoN_B

(Very Short Answer )

(Marks: 15 )

Each questian carries 3 marks

1. Show that the union of an arbitrary family of open sets
15 Open.
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2. State intermediate value theorem'
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3. If u1 =2!A, u,;xLx3 and u3 =++, prove that-x1 -)a2 x3

J(uy u2, ugl = 4,
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4. State the necessar5r condition for an extreme value.
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Let X be an inlinite set with the discrete metric. Show that
(X, d) is not compact.

***
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